Phonological awareness literacy screening

Grocery Store Sound Shopping!

PARENT Activity

Featured Books
Just Shopping with Mom
by Mercer Mayer

Llama Llama Mad at Mama
by anna dewdney

Just Shopping with Mom and Llama Llama Mad at Mama illustrate what can be the reality of shopping
with little ones. they often don’t want to go, easily get bored, they begin to complain, or ultimately throw
the dreaded temper tantrum! But shopping together can prove to be a fun time of togetherness and
learning! Children love to play and children love to help. Why not engage your beginning reader in a
fun shopping activity and help them learn at the same time?
one of the most important steps in learning to read is being able to hear individual sounds in words. the
frst step in this component skill is hearing and isolating the beginning sounds in words. For example,
knowing that the frst sound in ball is /b/ or the frst sound in mom is /m/. Helping your child develop
this fundamental step to reading can be easily incorporated into every day life, even grocery shopping.
It’s easy to begin! explain to your child that (s)he will be going on a great sound adventure in the grocery
store. Before you go, or even on the way, let your child pick a sound or two to “hunt” for on the shopping
trip. His/her job will be to hunt for items in the grocery store that begin with the chosen sound. a great
place to start is with a meaningful and familiar sound like the frst sound in his/her name, a friend’s
name, or even a pet’s name. once your child has chosen a sound you might say something like this:
“today let’s hunt for food that starts with the sound /mmm/ like ‘Mmmary’. We’ll look for foods
that begin with /mmm/. I can think of a food that beings with /mmm/. ‘Mmmilk’ begins with /
mmm/. We’ll shop around the grocery store and hunt for foods that start with /mmm/ like ‘milk’
and ‘Mary.’”
as you and your child shop together, you can model how to make the beginning sound of any grocery
item that you fnd. You might say:
“I see ‘macaroni’. ‘Macaroni’ starts with /mmm/. the letter “m” makes the /mmm/ sound.’
once you return home, ask your child to draw pictures of the items they found that begin with the focus of
the trip’s sound hunt. Your grocery sound shopping can continue for days or even weeks! Choose another
sound from the sound Chart below and begin the adventure again!
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